Abstract -At the University of Hartford, we have developed a "Capstone Design Experience" in an effort to improve our Architectural Engineering Technology curriculum.
INTRODUCTION
The Carnegie report "Building Community: A New Future for Architecture Education and Practice" by Ernest Boyer and Lee Mitgang criticized architecture programs for lack of integration of the curriculum.
At the University of Hartford's (U of H) Architectural Engineering Technology (AET) Program we have been challenged by this criticism and have redeveloped our capstone program in response. The uniqueness of architectural education lies in its combination of theory and technology courses in the lecturekeminar format within the design studio.
The "Capstone Design Experience" includes AET 470 Architectural Programming and AET 489 Senior Design Thesis. In these two courses, taken in sequence, students prepare and present their solutions and are periodically critiqued by their peers, faculty, local professionals and invited guests. Although reviews may be stressful, they are an opportunity to experience 'real life' and integrate knowledge learned in a variety of other courses. They demand personal accountability for decisions and commitment to ideas and proposals that will be subject to public scmtiny. [l] Students are also required to prepare a portfolio of the work created in these two courses.
EDUCATIONAL REFORM
Many aspects of the educational system are undergoing reform. The problem is that very few programs have been able to pull all the pieces together. Some are working on decentralizing control, others on active learning, still others on assessment and outcome-based accountability. However, few have taken all of the new approaches to learning and put them together in one program.
Many programs are still organized around the old "factory" model, where authority is centralized and flows from the top down. Professors, like workers along an assembly line, are seen as interchangeable parts, and students are viewed as products moving along an assembly line. As Albert Shanker of the American Federation of Teachers describes it, "we put them in a room, do something to them, ring a bell, put them in another room, do something to them, and so forth". Most classes are dominated by professor talk, and an entire class of students is following the same rigid schedule. Accountability has virtually nothing to do with how much students learn; instead, it is tied to seat time for students and following the rules of the professor. [2] We are building new ideas into the teaching and learning process at the U of H. We have begun to demand that instead of sitting passively and attempting to absorb information, the students are required to play an active role in their own learning. Theodore Sizer of Brown University argues quite correctly that under the factory model of schooling it is the teacher who does the real 'work' in the classroom. Nevertheless, no one learns to think by sitting in a passive mode while receiving information. One learns to think by understanding how to assemble information and then manipulating what one has obtained.. This transformation of roles, though, requires that professors are competent professionals who come to their task with an array of pedagogical and experienced knowledge and are capable of making independent judgements about how to manage the educational process. [3] By putting these changes together, we have improved our "Capstone Design Experience" with a concept that focuses not on teaching, but on learning. Education is not about transferring information from the head of a professor into the head of a student. Education in our information rich society means equipping students with the ability to think. To put it another way, education is "learning how to learn". Presentation -emphasis is placed on communication, both oral and written; Creativity -thinking beyond the ordinary and given path; to use your background and personal interpretation to put things together in new ways; History and Theory -through lectures and exercises to explore precedence and understand the ideas behind the precedence; Documentation -further develop both traditional andtechnological documentation methods and explore multiple ways to express ideas graphically; Design -the process of coalescing and blending the above important skills. Our newly revised curriculum provides continuity with active-learning studio design course in all eight semesters. In the first semester, we provide an introductory design studio class, which is followed by Architectural Design I -V. In semesters 7 and 8 students take the Architectural Programming class followed by the Senior Design Thesis class, both of which are organized in the design studio format. The "Capstone Design Experience"
The "Capstone Design Experience" is divided into two parts: RESEARCH in Architectural Programming and DESIGN in Senior Design Thesis. These two courses require the student to produce an architectural project which is intended to demonstrate the integration of all the knowledge and skills gained in architectural engineering technology education. The course titles, reference numbers, credidcontact hours, semester sequence, and descriptions are as follows: 
Projects must consider architectural, engineering and planning issues, plus budgeting, scheduling, specifications and code applicability. Final portfolio jlry reviews will include both university and professional critics. [ Civil Engineering "The Capstone Design Experience" also attempts to focus on the principles and realities of coordination among the various parties who design, construct and use buildings. We emphasis the roles of the various design professionals as they collaborate to make the necessary decisions, design the appropriate systems, and complete the required documents. The fundamental goal is tolearn how to realize an architectural product, in today's complex building delivery industry. We need to learn how to organize ourselves so that our desires night best be understood by other parties with whom we participate with in designing and realizing projects. This includes, but is not limited to the other design consultants, our clients, local building officials, planning and zoning commissions, and the public at large. Furthermore, buildings need to adapt to keep themselves useful and appropriate to new requirements, technologies, budget pressures, and expectations. Design proposals also change during their development for many reasons, including adjustments to optimize the systems each of the design disciplines designs and decides upon. Collaborations and integration is at the heart of this approach.
FREQUENT EVALUATIONS
Frequent evaluations are essential to help students see the strengths and weaknesses of their work in time to act on the insights; good coaches constantly review their players. Students who are reviewed infrequently or only at mid term are more likely to have a traumatic end of semester final review. More frequent evaluations are less likely to arouse anxiety because students become more familiar with them and see them as helpful. Once every week is an effective timeframe for informal reviews while once every month is appropriate for formal reviews. [7] In collegial evaluations, everyone participates -senior professors, junior professors, professionals, clients, students and administrators -and everyone's opinion is heard and considered. Most students state that they welcome these reviews, especially if they occurr as a regular part of the process.
Explicit criteria and evaluations help students see precisely where they need to improve, where they do not. Evaluators should spell out as clearly as possible what the expected standards are. All students deserve clear and stable indications about requirements. These reviews are not always pleasant, but they let students know about their progress very early in the process.
The Completeness: fulfills all requirements as stated in student's program and handouts; describes the project fully and clearly.
To insure that the desired levels of integration OCCUIT, students are evaluated by a multitude of different faculty and visiting critics. Design faculty evaluate the overall design, engineering faculty evaluate the structural and mechanical systems, site professionals evaluate the site design, client representitives evaluate the program execution, construction professionals evaluate the budget and constructability, and input is also collected from the student's peers. THE PORTFOLIO appropriate space for working on, storing, and exhibiting student work. The space must accommodate a wide range of activities and products, including, but not limited to, computer drops with access to the internet, audiohisual studio presentations, live presentations, individual project work, large open work tables, a gallery area to display and present work, and a staging area. The studio is a dynamic space that is part work area, part museum, part theater, part warehouse, and part classroom.
These updated classrooms make ideal environments for an updated form of education. Active learning, unlike the old model of lecture-then-homework, breaks class time into smaller, m r e varied chunks. Students are also encouraged to help one another, which makes for a more efficient learning process.~lOl As programs move beyond traditional assessment strategies and standardized achievement measures, alternative assessment models such as portfolios are becoming commonplace. Portfolios are considered a more authentic means of testing the process as well as the final product of student work. Advocates believe they are more aligned with real-world situations and enable students to effectively show what they have actually learned.
A student portfolio is a collection of an individual's design work and a personal statement of their creative interests and abilities. The portfolio presents an image of the individual, their skills, how they organize themselves, and their priorities. The portfolio showcases the student's CONCLUSIONS Architecture curriculum is by nature connected. According to Boyer and Mitgang, our most distinctive feature is the design studio, which is a model for the integration and application of learning.[l I] Other disciplines on campus could well profit from observing this approach to teaching and learning. The U of H's AET curriculum is based on the blending of academic based theoretical studies with industry based problemsolving activities. We do our best to tie learning to life by doing work that connects the studios to accomplishments in a visual form of text and illustrations, the community. The "Capstone Design Experience" and it is usually enclosed in some kind of binder or case for prepares students for a career of lifelong learning and protection and easy handling.
professional success. Many believe that learning in a We like to see examples of a student's work from every compartmental fashion has never been fully successful; our step of the design process, including doodles, sketches, AET curriculum is by its nature integrated and connected. models, renderings, calculations, narrative, etc. The final
We have found that the most important element in good project may not be the most important part of the portfolio teaching is involving students to enable them to think and because it does not show the process. A portfolio is in many learn on their own. However, more importantly, our ways a kind of window that opens up not just the work of the graduates are finding a flattering reflection of their activestudent but their manner of thinking. [8] learning educational experience in the integration-rich One of the most interesting aspects of our profession of workplace. architecture is that it is tangible. Drawings, models, and
We try to remember to the old Chinese proverb, "I hear simulations are not only tools but artis tic creations as well. and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand", as A thoughtfully planned and skillfully executed portfolio is the faculty strives to create an active learning environment the best evidence of an individual's competence, skill, and for our AET students. talent. In evaluating past, present and future performance in academic or professional design activity, the po~folio remains the single most informative device. [9] A good portfolio also requires good writing skills as well as good design ability. The student must demonstrate an ability to articulate in written form what their goals are. They must be able to write clear proposals and analyses of projects, as well as illustrate them. While images carry a lot of weight, written communication is an essential business skill that must supplement the student's design ability.
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